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ABSTRACT

Rock mass involves various kinds of discontinuities, such as cracks and joints, so it appears as a dis-
continuous medium. It has a very complicated microstructure composed by intact rocks and distributed
discontinuities. This makes therefore evaluation of its strength be one of the most formidable task in
rock mechanics and rock engineering. In order to evaluate the strength of such discontinuous rock mass,
so called multiscale approach is suitable and effective, since the strength needed to design rock mass
structures is no other than the strength of the representative volume element (RVE) of the mass that
involves its representative microstructure.

In this study a numerical method to evaluate the strength of discontinuous rock mass is presented, utiliz-
ing a multiscale rigid-plastic analysis based on a formulation of the primal-dual optimization strategy.
Within the framework of the multiscale analysis the strength of the RVE of the rock mass is determined
by the primal-dual rigid-plastic finite element analysis in microscopic scale from strength of intact
rocks and the geometric feature of the distributed cracks. The determined strength is then expressed by
a quadratic surface in stress space. In the microscopic analysis, cracks are idealized as thin weak layers
and modeled as solid elements with a special nonlinear elastic constitutive law developed by the au-
thors to describe the effect of crack closure. Then, an ultimate failure strength of a rock mass structure
against an expected external load is reasonably evaluated by using again the primal-dual rigid-plastic
finite element analysis in macroscopic scale by adopting the determined failure quadratic surface as the
failure criteria of the rock mass.

Although precise crack propagation is smeared out in our method by rigid-plastic analysis using only
solid elements, our method can instead be successfully applied to any complex microstructure of any
kind of rock mass since the pixel imaging technique can be directly utilized for the solid element
modeling.


